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                       The point of view of a user: CMS 

                                               

                                         Non-technical issues and simple-minded               

                                                            proposals 
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                                      Problems we (daily) meet: 
 

� RECALL: implies a % of failures (10% in some cases). Files with 

WAITTAPE_RECALL none:none diskcopies, library failures etc. 
   Sometimes this prevents accessing the files for days. 
 

�  STAGEING and Writing: triggers g.c. when disk usage is under     
    treshold. AFAIK this is due to default scheduler policies.  
    Stageing many (1000s) files implies 5-15% of them is gced at the very    
    moment it is STAGED. (conflicts with previous point). 
 

�  Multiple diskcopies. Castor doesn’t select the best diskcopy.  
   Have 1 d.c. WAITTAPE_RECALL or INVALID or on a d.s. with problems 
    means have no access to the files. 
 

� “Lost“ files: files that appear in the NS but have STAGEOUT/INVALID 
d.c. and no t.c.. Never properly written but we realize only when accessing 
the file.   
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                                    considerations/proposals: 
 
 

In a sentence: we would like to be able to optimize (human, SW and HW) 
resources usage at user level. 

 

�  How to use Castor: there is no doc (and sometimes no clue) on how 
to perform tasks in a way which is optimized. E.g.: RECALLING files. 

 

�  Disk usage: being able to trust what goes on disk, where and for how    
    long. Would make our and andmins job easier.     
 

    - Some non-default scheduler policies to prevent gc when not needed. (?) 
    - Some tools for users: rm of a d.c., stagein on a given d.s., mv files from  
      d.s. to another (admin tools for this would be fine).      
    - Determinism! 
 

�  Checks and alerts: for files that aren’t properly written. We also can 
(we did!) provide them at app level. 

    
 


